WHY WE’RE ON STRIKE

Marin General already struggles to recruit caregivers. Now they want to make us pay A LOT more to keep our health insurance.

We are 65 imaging technologists striking today because Marin General Hospital has committed unfair labor practices and wants us to pay hundreds of dollars more every month for our medical insurance, while the hospital continues to rake in hefty profits.

Many of us have served this hospital for decades. During the Great Recession, we voluntarily accepted pay cuts when Marin General was losing money. Now, when Marin General is posting a $17 million net profit, management wants us to pay hundreds of dollars more for to keep our insurance plan that lets us choose our doctors and hospitals.

And they want to do it to all of their caregivers. Today, we are striking alongside our hospital’s engineers, who are also fighting management’s unjust demand. Management has been clear that they will next target nurses and other employees when their contracts expire.

We gave back to our hospital when it was in need. Now management is trying to price us out of our health insurance while the hospital is making millions. That’s not right!

Marin General already struggles to recruit top-notch caregivers. Sharply increasing the cost of our health coverage will only make it harder to hire and retain well-trained, dependable caregivers.